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What a day for the modern professional athlete! I don’t know about you, but I wanted to just wrap my
arms around some of my sports heros today, give them a hug and say “I still believe.”  Sigh…this
wouldn’t be altogether legal and most of them wouldn’t be comfortable with such a display, so I’m
left to write them appreciative fan letters. Here are the beginnings of some letters to my favorite,
troubled, publicly embattled athletes.

“Dear Mr. Eldrick Woods,  I’ve been trying to break the back window out of my Escalade for
some minutes now and would like to know how your wife managed it. Which club did she use?
Was it a Nike driver, and if so, can you tell me what kind of grip she used? How was her follow
through and what kind of angle did she present with the club head? Did OnStar come on and
say ‘Mr. Woods? We show that someone has busted your window with a golf club. Would you
like assistance?’ Hopefully OnStar can offer help when us regular guys get clubbed by our
wives after cheating with Australian girls who look like Stephen Tyler. Sincerely, your biggest
fan.”

“Dear Slammin’ Sammy Sosa, congratulations on becoming white! It must have been hard for
you all of those years just hitting juiced up homers when all you really wanted was to look like
Derek Jeter with the flu. Many athletes have a hard time making the transition to broadcasting
after their careers end. Isn’t there anybody in the industry you could have slept with to avoid
having to become white? There’s always NASCAR, which seems to work for Brad Daugherty.
Oh well. In the grand scheme of post athletic career longevity, it’s still better to turn caucasian
than to be O.J.”

“To Serena Williams from a fan, I just read that you were fined $82,500 for threatening a line
judge at the U.S. Open. There is a ton I could do with that amount of coin. I could get Sammy
Sosa treatments, for starters. I could buy gold chain bikinis for the U.S. Olympic Swim Team.
The women, too, while I’m at it. $82,500. I’d be able to take my mistress to Jimmy Johns for a
sandwich. Sure, my wife might smash the back window out of my Honda, but thats the price I’d
pay for living on the edge. Thanks. By the way? Midol is cheaper than these fines and since
we’re both men Serena, I can confide that the stuff flat-out works for male headaches and
anger, too.  P.S.-Since both you and Celine Dion are actually men, who’d win in a caged
match? I pay to see that. $82,500? No.”
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